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Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India
 

***** 
AERA Building,
 

Administrative Complex,
 
Safdarjung Airport,
 

New Delhi -110 003.
 

Date: 11th December, 2020 

Public Notice No. 20/2020-21 

Sub:	 Comments/Submissions received from Stakeholders on the 
Addendum to Consultation Paper No. OS/2020-21 dated 24.11.2020 
regarding the determination of aeronautical tariffs in respect of 
AAI Varanasi Airport. 

Attention of all concerned is invited to Addendum to Consultation Paper No. 
OS/2020-21 dated 24.11.2020 regarding the determination of aeronautical tariffs in 
respect of AAI Varanasi Airport, vide which the Authority had sought comments 
from the Stakeholders. 

2. In response thereof, the Authority has received comments/submissions from 
the following stakeholders. 

Sl. No. Stakeholders 

1. Federation of Indian Airlines CFIA) 

2. Airports Authority of India CAAn 

The comments/ submissions received, as above, are attached for information of all 
concerned. 

(1~ 
Director (P&S) 
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MOST URGENT      
11 December 2020 
 
 
To, 
The Hon’ble Chairperson,  
Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India  
AERA Building, Administrative Complex, 
Safdarjung Airport,  
New Delhi – 110003. 

 
Kind Attention: Shri. B.S. Bhullar, IAS 

 
Sub: Response to Addendum (dated 24 November, 2020) to Consultation Paper No. 05/2020-21 dated 
1 June, 2020 - In the matter of determination of aeronautical tariffs in respect of Lal Bahadur Shastri 
International Airport (VNS), Varanasi (Varanasi Airport) for the First Control Period (1.4.2019 – 
31.3.2024) 
 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
We, the Federation of Indian Airlines (FIA), on behalf of member airlines (i.e. IndiGo, Go Air, Spice Jet), 
write in response to the above captioned Addendum dated 24 November, 2020 to the Consultation 
Paper No. 5/2020-21 dated 1 June, 2020’ (‘Consultation Paper’) in the matter of determination of 
aeronautical tariffs in respect of Varanasi airport for the First Control Period (1.4.2019 – 31.3.2024) (First 
Control Period), as issued by the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India (AERA).  
 
At the outset, FIA is grateful to AERA for issuing an Addendum to the Consultation Paper (‘Addendum’) 
keeping in view the revised submissions made by the Airports Authority of India (AAI) on the traffic 
projections and capex plan (due to COVID- 19) and to gauge its impact on the aeronautical tariff, as also 
mentioned during the stakeholder consultation meeting dated 30th June, 2020. In response to the 
Addendum (read along with the Consultation Paper), FIA wishes to adopt and reiterate views/comments 
of one its member airline i.e. IndiGo, submitted vide letter dated 10 July, 2020 (IndiGo Submission) 
(enclosed) and would like to additionally submit the following: 
 

1. Traffic: FIA understands that AERA has considered traffic studies/surveys by ICAO, IATA and other 
sectoral updates for the traffic projections for the First Control Period. However, keeping in view the 
wide fluctuations of traffic projected for the First Control Period by AERA (Table 2 of the Addendum) and 
the requirements of the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act 2008, FIA submits that AERA 
should consider an independent study on traffic which may also take into account the following:  
 

(i) Proposed increase in flight capacity to 80%, as issued vide Ministry for Civil Aviation’s Order 
No. 11/2020 dated 3 December, 2020 and further relaxations, expected in due course; and  
 

(ii) Gradual easing of travel restrictions by state governments and robust movement of air traffic 
under ‘Vande Bharat Mission’ and ‘Transport Bubble/Air Travel Arrangement’. 

http://www.fiaindia.in/
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2. Capital Expenditure: In terms of Para 7.4 of the Addendum, FIA understands that AERA has agreed to 

consider the construction of New Terminal Building (NTB) at Varanasi Airport in the First Control Period. 
This is based on AAI’s response on the saturation of existing terminal building by 2023 and keeping in 
view the planning and execution of NTB will take around three (3) years with the expected 
completion/readiness for commercial operations of NTB to be around November, 2023 i.e. end of the 
First Control Period. 

 
FIA further understands that despite the construction of the NTB, which will enhance the handling 
capacity of Varanasi Airport to 7.00 MPPA (i.e. Existing Terminal - 2.5 MPPA and Proposed NTB – 4.5 
MPPA), the capacity utilization of the airport will be only to the extent of 51.57% by the end of the First 
Control Period. AERA has acknowledged that it will not be fair and reasonable for the passengers and 
the airlines to bear the consequence of the return of capital expenditure (i.e. by way of increase in tariff), 
in the scenario where, on one hand the construction of the NTB is completed and included in the RAB, 
and on the other hand, approx. forty eight (48) % of the building remains unutilized. 
 
FIA submits that despite the above acknowledgement by AERA, AERA has proposed to provide a 
headroom to AAI (by way of traffic multiplier of 1.45 times) to derive reimbursement of capital 
expenditure equal to seventy-five (75) % of NTB’s aeronautical expenditure. Such headroom is allegedly 
intended for accommodating capital commitments made by AAI and allowance of future 
growth/expansion of capacity at Varanasi Airport, beyond the immediate short-term period. Further, as 
per Table 9 of the Addendum, ninety (90) % of the approved capital expenditure towards the NTB is 
proposed to be capitalized during the First Control Period.  
 
FIA submits that keeping in view the fact that: (a) the passenger terminal building (including NTB) at 
Varanasi Airport will only be utilized to almost half of its completed designed capacity; and (b) bulk of 
the passengers may not be using the NTB, as it is expected to be operationalized at the end of the First 
Control Period, there appears no rationale for capitalizing costs in excess of the projected usage of the 
facilities provided to the passengers and airlines. As already acknowledged by AERA, any excess 
capitalization of capital expenditures, more than what is required for projected usage will unnecessarily 
lead to an increase in tariff, which will be unfair, unreasonable and a burden on the passenger and 
airlines.   

 
It is also pertinent to note that, one of the principles enshrined under International Civil Aviation 
Organisation’s (ICAO) ‘Policies for Airports and Air Navigation Services’ (Doc 9082), states that the 
proportion of costs allocable to various categories of users, should be determined on an equitable basis, 
so that no users are burdened with costs not properly allocable to them according to sound accounting 
principles. 
 
In view of the above, there does not appear any rationale to provide a ‘headroom’ for capitalizing capital 
expenditures more than the projected requirement/usage. Accordingly, FIA submits that AERA should 
ensure that any capitalization of cost for the passenger terminal building (including NTB), may not be 
more than the corresponding proportion of the projected usage of such passenger terminal building 
(including NTB).  
 
FIA understands that AERA has proposed the Terminal Building Ratio of 12.40% for the NTB. In this 
regard, FIA reiterates its request for conducting independent analysis for determining the asset 

http://www.fiaindia.in/
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allocation ratio of assets, including NTB. 
 

Further, AAI/AERA may kindly ensure that: 
 

(a) any non-essential capital expenditure projects may be kindly deferred to the subsequent control 
period. This may be done through suitable user consultations/AUCC, to the extent wherever not 
conducted; and  

(b) any proposed capital expenditures, deemed essential for the first control period, should be within 
the ceiling limits of the normative norms prescribed by AERA. 

 
 

3. Non – Aeronautical Revenue (NAR): FIA submits that the NAR may be revised keeping in view any 
upward revision in traffic as determined pursuant to para (1) above and construction of the NTB, which 
may yield higher NAR. 

 
 
4. Operations and Maintenance Expenditure (O&M Expenses): FIA submits that O&M Expenses may be 

reduced keeping in view the projected underutilization of the NTB. 
 
FIA observed that due to the revised submissions made by AAI, there is a further increase in the 
aeronautical tariff at Varanasi Airport, as proposed under the Addendum. In view of the same, FIA 
humbly requests AERA to review the comments/suggestions on the building blocks/tariff (mentioned 
herein read along with IndiGo Submission, as applicable), and to take appropriate adjustment/actions 
including conducting independent study, which is likely to reduce the Aggregate Revenue Requirement 
(ARR) of AAI at Varanasi Airport. The same will ensure lowering of tariffs including UDF, which will be 
beneficial to passengers and airlines.  

 
FIA looks forward to a positive response from AERA. 
 
Thanking you, 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
For and on behalf of Federation of Indian Airlines, 

 
UJJWAL DEY 
Associate Director 
 
 
Enclosed: IndiGo Submission dated 10 July, 2020 
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FNO- I.Io. A.{I/CHQ/AERA/MYTP-Varanasi Date:.o8 f rzf zozo

The Secretary,
Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India,
AERA Building,
Ad$inistrative Complex,
Safdarjung Airport
New Delhi-uooo3

Sir/Madam,

Reference is invited to addendum to consultation paper no:- o5/2ozo-zr in the matter
of Determinatior! of .A.eronautical Tariff iri respect of Varanasi airport for first control
period(or.o4.zo19 to' 3r.o3.eoz4).

The following comments of AAI on Addendum to CP may also be consideled for
determination of Aeronautical tariff 6f Varanasi Airport:-

SN

o
Consultation Paper AAI Response

As per IATA study, IATA had revised down

their passenger forecast over the next five-
year period. Ih new forecast IATA expects

RPKs to decline by a littie more than 60% in

2020 compared to 2019, with a retum to pre-

COVID levels not occuning before 2024.

As a result the CPMS Dte. of AAI has

submitted -in revised MYTP considering

Passenger and ATM $owth based on Acfual

upto Nov20l9 as projected by CPMS which
are as under: -

Refer Para-4.4 of Addendum to
CP-Passenger $ rowth Rate

AERA has p'roposed to consider the

Passenger anil ATM grouh rate as

per AAI's Projection for FY 2A20..21

and FY. 2l-22. Further the passenger

ind ATM . growth hrve- been

considered .rr par. with FY Z0l9:20
for FY 2022-23 and a 20o/o hike has

been proposerl on rt for FY2023-24 as

per Table-2 .:re as under: -

qs.rcir 6{ri s{q d Fd-11ooo3
Safdariung Airport, New Delhi-11 0003

{Ffic :24632950
Phone : 2463295Q '

L'.l}. o

>4L

q -Nftqf{qmfffiuTko{q
ATRPORTS AUTHORTTY OE rNDrA

1. +.

Sub: - AAI Comments on Addendum to Conbultation Paoer No:-os/zozo-zi
in the matter of Determinatio4 ofAeronauticd Tariffin resoect ofV"aranasi
Airoort for the first Control Perlo4 (or.oa.zorq to qr.or.zgza).

.{ffq rltfr qsq

Ra.liv Gandhi Bhawan
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AERA is requested to consider the revised

forecast as given above.
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AAI had submitted 5.93% Terminal Building

Ratio for allocation of assets to Non-

Aeronautical on the actual allotment basis.

However, AERA has revised this 5.93%

Actual to l0%. The Terminal Building has a

designated capacity of 2.5MPPA and as

per the actuals pax up to 2018-19Q.78

MPPA) indicates that the Terminal building

is already saturated.

., Refer Fara-S of Addendum to CP-

Allocation of Assets between

Aeronautical and Non-

Aeronauticzrl

AERA has proposed to consider
Terminal Building Ratio l0% for
allocation of tssets to Non-
Aeronautical.

1E



operation is AAI,s first priority and Terminal
area allocation must depend on the specific
characteristic of the airport terminal and
should be based on actual area utilization
rather than ideal Terminal building Ratio.

The Terminal Builtling of Varanasi airpon
was constructed in Fy 20ll and had been
planned/designed 3-5 years earlier. The
Terminal Building had been designed
keeping the basic requirements of the
passengers.

The opening of the Airport sector to the
private players has lead to greater focus on
the generation of increased revenue through
Non aeronautical activities.

To keep pace with the private players, the
new proposed Terminai Building hai been
planned with 12.4%o lor Non-Aeronautical
which is in line with the recommendations by
IATA.

AERA is requested 1o consider Terminal
Building ratio 5.93%o instead of l0o/o.

Second ly, Space for Passengers and smooth

3 ra-5.5 of Addendum to
CP -Employee Ratio-3/86

AERA has proposed to consider
Employee Ratio 3:86.

Refer Pa

140-ANS, I -Cargo,3-Non-Aero (Comml. &
Land) and 92-Aero.

o Common assets have been bifurcated
on the same basis i.e.3:92 but AERA has
considered the 9 employees out of 13
employees of HR & Finance as
proportion of Finance & HR to ANS for
allocation ofAssets.

As per MYTp outE 235 employees there arc

Airport.

for
litat ion(FID TV/X

Tari

HR and F lnance em work forp oyee
AN Non-S, asAero rvel AS In the
same althou out foway 48gh. CNS Staff
0%4 to 0%5 rko Passenger

fac S/CC B s), they
veha otn been cons dered for

determ n onat Io ff andyro(pa
al location of assets



Refer Para- Table-9 of 7.4 of
Addendum to CP-DLP for 24

months and Capital exPenditure

Phasing of New Terminal Building

Authority notes from the PMC

consultancy award letter that DLP of
the PTB shall be for 24 months and an

amount of INR 7l Crore (Aero

portion)- (equivalent of l0% of total

cost 712.09 cr.) shall be withheld for

a period of 24 months post the

proposed COD in APril 2023.

Therefore, thD Authority proposes to

change the capital expenditure

phasing as follow:

FY20-21 |S',,',o

FYzt -22 30".',,,,

FY22-:3 -li.r' ;

FY23-24 l59i and balance after

DLP FY 2025-26.

o As per the previous orders issued by
AERA on Form-l lof MYTP payroll
expenses of HR and Finance employees
has already been bifurcated into: -
ANS: Aero in proportion of Financ€ &
HR to ANS.
Aero: Non-aero proportion of Finance &
HR to Non-aero.
o Allocation of Assets is done on the

basis of actual utilization for the facility
provided for like Navigatior/Airport
services/Non-aero Activities.

Hence AERA is requested not to consider

proportion ofHR & finance for allocation of
common assets.

It is submitted that as per the accounting

policy 100% Capital expenditure will be

booked in the FY 23-24 and l0% withheld

amount as per PMC will be shown as

Liability in the Balance sheet.

Terminal building will also be capitalized

with the 100% cost in the FY23-24 and will
be shown as Assets in the Balance sheet.

As per the past experiences, it has been

observed that most ofthe contractors submit

the Bank Guarantee as security deposit,

resulting AAI will lose not only cash flow but

also return on capex (107o), depreciation, tax

benefi! IDC and lesser Fair rate of retum.

Refer Para no:5.2 .7-page no.27 of Guidelines

issued by AERA regarding Work-in-progress

"Asset acquired or commissioned within the

same Tariff year, (including such assets as

may be commissioned immediately upon

acquisition) shall be included both in Capital

expenditure and Commissioned Assets."

Therefore, AERA is requested to consider

phasing ofcapital expenditure as proposed in

4



the Terminal building in the year of
Capitalization as per the accounting
principles and AERA guirJelines.

MYTP as under and conr,id er the total cost of

Term Tariff

veE rl after flde ri the costg of
sod ltl:lpropo t\ i1 d theing,

AEproposed ITAby wo dl1 IEmaln the same,
and nlo the sl-r Itv fal ilt crease that will
be su to true ubject :i thep next control

FY20-21

FY2t-2?-

FY22-?.3

FY23-24

l60/o

110/-

32%

209'a

cons

5.

Addendum to Cp-
Reimbursement of 75%o of Cllpiterl
expetrditure of New Terminal
Building

Cost ofTerminal Building Rs 676.48

Recommended (75%)Rs

AERA has not considered cost of
r69.12 Cr for capitalization.

AERA has stated that this balance
should be included in the RAB when
it is utilized possibly in the next
control period. Moreover, in case the
actual Eaffic flow is more than the
projected figure of 3.6r MppA at any
time ofthe control period and the
capacity utilization is more than
51.52%, the amount of the cost of the
building would be suitably adjusted
at the time of true up.

P.s

Refer Para- Table-9 of 7.4 of

AERA
507.36 Cr

jAI 
. 
*lt capitalize txe entir€ cost of

]^=ll.t, Building in rry zoz3_24 andaccordlngty depreciatiorr will be piovided

AERA 
-is_requested to consider the eutire

co^st- oJ Terminal- Builiiing capitalized in2023-24 as per the accounting principles
and shortfall will hc subject to tire up in th"
next control period.

Covi mestic

dings
izedtil

toDue n i)ry m ofpact
d I anP ()9 nt c l Do and
rnaInte onalti rai tra e most of the

Passen rnilIl I_l:iiger Li all over India
are LIun at1d t !l difficultr€ry toforecast h fo ful'passenger gro ture.

lull

extraordi adverse



ValueParticulars

a. 2t0.49

b. Additions made in last

72.81
Other than

19.12+53

Portion ofDebt 60Yoc.

40o/od. Portion of
8.03%Cost ofDebt

Cost ofE Additions 16%

t6volnitial RABCost ofE
Calculation of FRoR:

c 7 12-09'60o/o'8.03o/o
CostofDebt(bxcx

34.31h

45.57I dx 12.09* 4oo/o* 160/0

Cost ofEquity- additions (b x

I1.6572.81'r

Cost of Equity-balance
assets ( (ax

33.68k assets ax l0-49r l6Yo
Cost of Equity-Opening

995.39t. a+b 10.49+712.09+72.E1
Total Capital

13..11FRoR^o/" ov23-Ma124
l4FRoR-9/o

Weigbted Aversge FRoR-
o/o t3.41

The following observations have been made

in calculation ofFRoR as given below: -

. AEIIA has calculated IDC up to l't
Nov 2023 i.e. the date of capitalization
while the l0% is capitalized in Nov 25 as

per Table l0 ofAddendum to CP.
o IDC which is part of capitalization has

also not been considered while calculating
FRoR.
. AEI{A is requested to consider the
full Aero cost as AERA had allowed for
Trichy airport and also consider IDC. The
shortfalt will be carried forward for the
next control period which is subject to
true-up.

AERA is requested to consider the revised

FRoR as under considering the above

changes: -

Calculation of FRoR for FY 23-24 (ln Cr.)

6 Refer Para-10.5 table no.34-

Calculation of FRoR lor FY23-24.

AERA has calculated the FRoR for
FY 23-24 considering cost of Equity

@14%o on Opening Assets as per

table no.34 as given: -

Calculation of FRoR for FY 23-24

ValueParticulars

Assumptions:-
ODening R A,B 187.38a.

b.

Additions made in
last year TB 507.36

t9.t2c
Additions made in
last year Others

d. Portion ofDebt 6A%

e Portion ofEquity 40o/o

Cost ofDebt 8.03%f.

E

Cost of Equity
(Additions) r6Yo

Cost ofEquity (lnitial
RAB) t4vo

h
Calculrtior of
FRoR:

24.44I

CostofDebt(bxcx
e)507 -36+ 600/o* 8.03o/o

32.4'll.

Cost ofEquity-
additions(bxdx
f)507 361 4OYo' l6Yo

28.91k

Cost of Equity-
balance assets{ (a x

206-5* l4Yo
Total Capital
(a+b)206.5+507.36 713.85

12.02
FRoR-Yo (k/a)
fr.Nov23-24)

Cr.

ODenins RAB

7 t2.09

I.



7 Refer Para-12.3 -0peration &
Maintenance Exp- Interest on
Loan (Post construction period)

Refer para no.12.3:-As per AERA
"IDC is a capital expense and has
been allowed along with the capital
cost of the new Terminal Building.,,

proposed to charge off Rs.83.34 cr
towards Interest for Fy2023-24 (Nov23 to
Apr24-post construction period.) as part of
Operating expenditure.

As per the Accounting policy ..IDC is a
capital expenditure and is capitalized with the
cost of Asset" i.e. Terminal Building-pDe 1st

Nov 2023 whereas interest post capitalization
will be treated as operating expenditure.

AAI had

Component
ofsalary

Existin

I

Increment
al due to
3% anlual
itrclement

Increment
al Yearly
impact
due to 6%
( average

inoease)
in DA

Basic Salary loooo 300

DA rSoo 618

HRA 24OO

Perks 3500 lo5

Refer Prra-l2.3 ,Operation &
Maintenance Exp. pay Rott
Expenses

AERA considered a gro*th rate of
5% in payroll expenses for the Fy
2OL9-2O Io FY2o24-25.

Total r89oo 567 692.16

Jrrstification: 7% is the average increase in
the payroll due to amual increirent of 3% in
salary, quarterly increase in Dearness
allowance and Employer contribution to pF
and Pension fund"

This is also in line with tie earlier tariff
orders

RAAE IS to consider arequested rawth tegro
of ln7% forpayroll FYthe o2 1expenses o29
to FY 2024 25

byAERA.

Illustration: -

AERA is requested to allow Rs.g3.34 cr
Interest expense as part of Operating
expenditure in FY 2023-24.

54
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Total
incremental

% increase
12s9.r61189o
o

% increase
round off

r2s9.16 increment
al

6.66%

7%

Refer Psra 13.4 , Parking Charges

Growth ratc.

AERA proposes a onetime increase of
4506 in Domestic and lntemational for
FY 2021-22 and thereafter a l0%
increase in lhe Fy 2022-23 ar.d 60/o

incrcase in lhe FY 2023-24 w.e.f. ln
April '2021.

ln the CP dated 1.6.2020, AERA had proposed to

increase Domestic and lntemational parking and

housing charges by l20o/o utd 9l% respectively

for FY 2021-22 Further, the Authority had also

proposed parking and housing charges to be

increased by 60 ol compounded basis every

ye€r. However, in he addendum to CP dated

24J1.2020 AERA has proposed to increase

Domestic and lnternational parking and housing

charges by 45% fot Fy 2O2l-22 and thereafter

10% increase in FY 2022-23 ando%increase in FY

2023-24. The comparison of increase in rates

proposed by AAI vis a vis AERA are as under:-

The average increase in rates proposed by AAI

are not much in absolute terms.

AERA is requested to consider the percentage

increase in landing/parking as proposed by AERA

Particula

rs

AERA

s per

CP

dated

1.6.N2

0

AAI

propos

al (

Rsvise

d)

AERA

Addendu

m

AAI

Propos

al

(now)

2020-21 1290/"

(D)

980/0 0)
w.e.[

1c Jan

2021

120v"(o.

)

9l7o (l)

w.e.f.

1.1.202

1

2021-22 1m%
(0)

el7o 0)

4vo 45% 6%

2022-23 6% 4lo 70% 6va

2023-24 6% 6vo 6%

o

4vo



t.O6.202O. Further the date of
implementation may be taken as i..1.2021
considering the financial crunch faced by AAI due
to Covid-19.

in the CP dated

l0

AERA has allowed AAI to recover
the ARR leaving a shortfall of
Rs.6l.34cr., with ATp are as under:

increase of 45% in Domestic
and Intemational for Fy 2021-
22 and thereafter a l0% increase
in the Fy 2022-23 and 6%o
increase in The Fy 2023-24.
w.e.f. lr April'2021.

increase of 45olo in Domestic
and Intemational for Fy 2021-
22 and thereafter a l0oZ increase
in the Fy 2022-23 Nd 6yo
increase in the Fy ZO23-24

3. UDF- Rs.400 and Rs.l300
respectively in Domestic and
Intemational for Fy Z02O-21

:-One

L

l. Land ins cha

2. Pa Cha

f. lo

I 
$ Aoril '2021

Refer Para 13.4, Annual Tariff

time

Proposal

The revised ATP is as under: -

UDFI Rs.400 and Rs.l3OO respectively in
Domestic and Intemational for Fy 2020-21
w.e.f. lst January '2021 instead of0l$ April
202t.

MM IEA

n stYo5 1f 20n 12
t&z lYo%

M Yo

t4 %

,fiiiHn
,T,iIETIw-ilvtDtireEIur

EM':IIW]

Pariculars AERA

2ozo-zt 20Yo(o.)

1o/o (t)

w.e.f. 1sr Jan 2021

2021-22 4SYo

2022-23 11Yo

2023-24 J"k

Cha

c

) Pa

1

AERA is requested to change the date of

This issue with the approval of the Competent Authority.

Your s r ly

(v.
Executive Director (lV

A€

implementation tan'ff for all revenue streams w.e.f.
1.1.2021 in order lo meet the cash flow
requirement of AAI necessitated due to COVID _

19.

\Al Proposal

1

5%

V
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